ABSTRACT： A parametric study for varying the radii of curvature is performed with a curved tub girder bridge having three continuous spans. The bracing forces of top lateral bracings from the results of numerical equations are compared to those of 3-dimensional finite element analyses. New modifying factors applicable in computing the nominal member forces of top lateral bracings were suggested. The numerical equations were derived based on one girder system, and it is shown that the numerical equations exhibit some errors compared with 3D FEA results. The main reason for this phenomenon lies on the number of girders. The twin girder system has an external cross-beam between inner and outer girder. It also has larger lateral stiffness than the single girder system. Finally, the distributions by the torsion, bending, distortion, and lateral loading of the top lateral bracing forces were presented in this paper. 핵 심 용 어 : 곡선 개구제형 거더, 상부수평브레이싱, 브레이싱 부재력식, 2차원 격자해석
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여기서, 식(3)과 (7)에 각각 적용된 K1 및 KH는 식(9) 및 (10) 으로 계산되어지며, 식 (1) 참 고 문 헌
